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Statistical Analysis A'twodtailed'Students'tdtest'analysis'was'performed'when'comparing'two'means'and'a'onedway'ANOVA'analysis'was'performed'when'comparing'3'or'more'means.''The'test'used'is'indicated'in'each'figure'as'well'as'the'number'of'eyes'measured.''If'possible,'experiments'contained'a'single'clutch'of'fish'that'were'divided'among'different'treatment'groups.''When'multiple'clutches'were'required,'fish'were'mixed,'then'distributed'among'treatment'groups'to'reduce'bias.''3'sections'from'one'eye'were'measured'and'the'resulting'values'averaged'to'arrive'at'the'reported'value.'''' '
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Chapter!IV!
SUMMARY!AND!CONCLUSIONS!
Significance!Vision'is'the'main'sense'we'use'to'interpret'and'interact'with'the'world'around'us.''Losing'this'sense'drastically'changes'how'we'live'as'well'as'greatly'decreases'quality'of'life'and'exacts'a'large'economic'toll.''In'2014'the'estimated'economic'burden'caused'by'blindness'in'the'US'was'$139'billion,'as'estimated'by'the'National'Eye'Institute'(NEI),'a'number'that'is'expected'to'rise.''The'NEI'has'also'put'forth'an'Audacious'Goals'Initiative'to'develop'new'therapeutic'approaches'for'regeneration'of'the'retina,'underscoring'the'severity'of'retina'diseases'and'the'dire'need'for'new'treatments.'''The'reason'diseases'in'the'retina'are'so'devastating'is'because'the'mammalian'retina,'much'like'the'rest'of'the'CNS,'has'no'way'to'repair'itself'if'it'incurs'damage.''Devising'a'strategy'to'replace'lost'cells'in'the'retina'is'the'main'way'vision'can'be'restored'to'those'suffering'from'blindness.''Current'attempts'aim'to'add'back'new'cells'by'injecting'them'into'the'retina'and'allowing'them'to'reintegrate'into'existing'circuits.''Though'progressing,'these'methods'have'many'drawbacks'and'are'far'from'being'applied'readily'as'a'treatment.''These'techniques'can'also'become'quite'invasive.'''An'alternative'approach'would'be'to'prompt'the'retina'to'regenerate'itself.''Zebrafish'have'the'ability'to'undergo'damage'induced'retina'regeneration.''As'fellow'vertebrates,'the'retinas'of'zebrafish'and'mammals'are'similar,'with'the'same'cell'types,'structure,'function,'and'gene'expression'patterns.''However,'zebrafish'
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mount'a'robust'regenerative'response'following'retina'damage.''Understanding'how'zebrafish'initiate'regeneration'may'highlight'key'therapeutic'targets'for'treating'retina'diseases'and'damage.'''In'this'work'I'have'presented'a'novel'mechanism'of'retina'regeneration'initiation'in'zebrafish.''By'understanding'how'neurogenesis'occurs'in'other'tissues'and'organisms'I'was'able'to'integrate'the'information'to'gain'a'better'understanding'of'the'signaling'mechanisms'that'exist'in'the'zebrafish'retina.''In'doing'so,'I'have'expanded'the'knowledge'of'what'regulates'retina'regeneration.''These'findings'will'hopefully'expand'investigation'of'possible'initiators'of'retina'regeneration'as'well'as'allow'for'more'precise'investigation'of'downstream'changes'that'occur'during'retina'regeneration.''
Summary!of!findings!GABA'is'an'important'signaling'molecule'in'the'retina'and'has'been'shown'previously'to'affect'neurogenesis'in'the'mouse'SGZ'(Song'et'al.,'2012).''In'the'SGZ,'glutamatergic'granule'cells'synapse'with'GABAergic'interneurons.''When'input'to'the'interneurons'is'low,'then'the'resulting'decrease'in'GABA'levels'is'sensed'by'γ2dcontaining'GABAA'receptors'on'RGLs,'resulting'in'their'proliferation.''In'the'retina'a'similar'circuit'may'exist.''Glutamatergic'PRs'synapse'with'GABAergic'HCs.''When'PRs'die,'HCs'would'no'longer'be'stimulated'to'release'GABA.''It'is'possible'that'MG,'the'glial'stem'cells'of'the'retina,'may'detect'the'decrease'in'GABA.''Considering'this,'I'investigated'the'effect'of'GABA'on'regeneration'in'the'zebrafish'retina.''I'hypothesized'that'GABA'levels'decrease'after'PR'death'and'the'decrease'is'sensed'
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by'MG,'via'γ2dcontaining'GABAA'receptors,'causing'them'to'proliferate.''Here'I'have'shown'data'supporting'this'hypothesis.'''MG'and'HCs'project'to'a'specialized'layer'of'the'INL,'forming'intimate'associations'where'MG'processes'appear'to'wrap'around'HC'processes.''Furthermore,'the'GABAA'receptor'subunit'γ2'was'found'on'MG'processes'in'this'region.''Additionally,'using'HPLC'I'found'that'GABA'levels'significantly'decrease'in'retinas'damaged'with'MTZ'at'the'time'when'MG'begin'to'proliferate.''To'test'the'hypothesis,'I'inhibited'the'GABAA'receptor'in'undamaged'retinas'using'gabazine'and'observed'spontaneous'MG'proliferation,'as'measured'by'PCNA'immunostaining.''In'addition,'inhibition'of'AMPA'receptors'in'undamaged'retinas'by'NBQX'also'resulted'in'spontaneous'MG'proliferation.''In'order'to'verify'these'findings'were'faithfully'replicating'regeneration,'two'other'markers'of'regeneration'were'assayed:'the'Notch'reporter'Her4,'and'αdTubulin1a,'which'have'both'been'shown'to'be'upregulated'in'regenerating'MG'(Fausett'and'Goldman,'2006;'Hayes'et'al.,'2007;'Ramachandran'et'al.,'2010b;'Wan'et'al.,'2012).''Both'of'these'were'found'to'be'upregulated'following'gabazine'or'NBQX'injection'into'undamaged'retinas.''Together'these'findings'suggest'that'GABAA'or'AMPA'receptor'inhibition'can'cause'MG'proliferation'reminiscent'of'regeneration.'''The'converse'of'these'experiments'was'to'elicit'damage'in'the'retina'and'subsequently'activate'GABA'signaling.''To'this'end'retinas'were'damaged'with'MTZ'and'injected'with'either'muscimol,'a'GABAA'receptor'agonist,'or'AMPA,'an'AMPA'receptor'agonist.''Following'injection'of'these'drugs'into'damaged'retinas,'a'significant'decrease'in'proliferation'was'detected.''Together'these'findings'indicate'
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that'activation'of'the'GABAA'receptor'or'AMPA'receptor'can'suppress'regeneration'in'a'damaged'retina.'''Lastly,'it'was'tested'if'GABA'directly'binds'to'MG.''A'DNγ2'subunit'of'the'GABAA'receptor'was'expressed'only'in'MG'in'undamaged'retinas.''The'DNγ2'prevents'trafficking'of'whole'GABAA'receptors'to'the'cell'surface.''Expression'of'the'DNγ2'caused'significantly'more'spontaneous'MG'proliferation'compared'to'controls.''This'suggests'that'inhibiting'GABAA'signaling'specifically'in'MG'can'cause'them'to'proliferate.''These'findings'outline'a'novel'mechanism'of'retina'regeneration'initiation'in'zebrafish'where'GABA'levels'are'used'as'a'damage'sensor.''When'GABA'levels'decrease,'GABAA'receptors'on'MG'directly'sense'this'and'initiate'regeneration.''
Discussion!and!Future!Directions!
Impact#of#glutamate#on#MG#proliferation#My'data'suggest'GABA'signaling'can'directly'affect'MG'proliferation.''Based'on'these'data,'though,'it'is'possible'that'glutamate'can'also'directly'affect'MG'proliferation.''Injecting'NBQX'into'undamaged'retinas'or'AMPA'into'damaged'retinas'shows'that'glutamate'signaling'affects'MG'proliferation.''The'hypothesis'is'that'glutamate'acts'via'GABAergic'HCs,'though'this'was'never'directly'tested.''It'is'still'possible,'therefore,'that'glutamate'can'act'directly'on'MG'to'affect'proliferation.''There'are'pieces'of'data'presented'here'that'suggest'it'is'a'stepwise'process.''Maximum'proliferation'following'gabazine'injection'was'observed'at'48hpi'while'maximum'proliferation'following'NBQX'injections'was'observed'at'72hpi.''This'
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suggests'that'GABA'affects'MG'proliferation'more'rapidly'than'glutamate.''Furthermore,'muscimol'injection'into'damaged'retinas'only'reduced'regeneration'when'injected'48'hours'after'MTZ'treatment,'while'AMPA'injections'only'reduced'regeneration'when'injected'at'28'hours'after'MTZ'treatment.''Injecting'muscimol'earlier'or'AMPA'at'later'times'did'not'cause'significant'changes'in'proliferation'(data'not'shown).''The'overall'timing'best'supports'the'idea'that'GABA'acts'directly'on'MG'and'glutamate'is'upstream.''Furthermore,'previous'findings'suggest'that'glutamate'has'an'inhibitory'effect'on'neurogenesis'(Berg'et'al.,'2013)'and'that'metabatropic'glutamate'receptors'are'specifically'not'involved'in'the'regeneration'response'(Bailey'et'al.,'2010).'This'possibility,'though,'needs'to'be'evaluated.''One'possibility'is'to'inject'drugs'into'the'eye'to'affect'both'glutamate'and'GABA'receptors'to'attempt'to'determine'the'signaling'order.''One'set'of'experiments'that'would'strongly'suggest,'though'not'definitively'show,'that'glutamate'is'upstream'of'GABA'is'as'follows.''Based'on'the'hypothesis,'injecting'NBQX'to'inhibit'glutamate'signaling'and'muscimol'to'activate'downstream'GABA'signaling'should'result'in'reduced'MG'proliferation'compared'to'injecting'NBQX'alone,'as'muscimol'would'mask'the'decreased'GABA'release'from'HC'caused'by'NBQX.''However,'the'same'result'could'still'occur'if'both'act'on'MG'directly'and'the'effect'of'each'drug'is'additive.''In'order'to'solve'this'issue'the'reverse'experiment'could'also'be'performed.''Based'on'the'hypothesis,'injecting'both'AMPA'and'gabazine'would'be'predicted'to'have'the'same'amount'of'proliferation'as'gabazine'alone,'since'GABA'is'downstream.''If'the'amount'of'proliferation'following'the'combined'injection'is'less'than'the'amount'by'
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gabazine'alone,'it'would'suggest'that'both'glutamate'and'GABA'are'acting'on'MG'independently'and'their'effect'is'summed'in'the'MG.''A'further'caveat'may'be'that'that'AMPA'injection'will'cause'enough'GABA'to'be'released'from'HCs'that'it'reduces'the'affinity'of'gabazine'to'the'GABAA'receptor'and'suppresses'proliferation,'further'confounding'the'results.''To'account'for'this'possibility,'injection'of'NBQX'and'gabazine'together'could'be'carried'out.''The'prediction'of'this'experiment'is'that'it'would'produce'a'similar'amount'of'proliferation'to'gabazine'injection'alone'since'GABA'is'downstream.''If'this'result'is'observed'then'it'is'quite'possible'that'glutamate'is'upstream'of'GABA'and'not'acting'on'MG'directly.''If'this'result'is'not'observed,'however,'then'the'possibility'of'glutamate'acting'directly'on'MG'cannot'be'ruled'out.'A'superior'approach'would'be'to'carry'out'an'experiment'similar'to'expressing'the'DNγ2'in'MG.''Expressing'a'dominant'negative'version'of'either'the'metabotropic'or'ionotropic'glutamate'receptor'in'MG'would'be'a'way'to'determine'if'MG'can'directly'sense'glutamate.''If'inhibition'of'glutamate'signaling'in'MG'results'in'proliferation'then'they'may'be'able'to'sense'glutamate.''If'glutamate'does'regulate'MG'proliferation,'that'does'not'lessen'the'findings'here'but'rather'would'show'that'multiple'neurotransmitters'can'affect'MG'proliferation.''Further'investigation'will'be'required'to'see'how'glutamate'signaling'is'involved'in'retina'regeneration.''''''
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Impact#of#GABA#signaling#on#proliferation#Another'consideration'after'this'study'is'how'quickly'changes'in'GABA'signaling'can'affect'transcription'in'MG.''When'muscimol'is'injected'into'damaged'eyes,'a'drastic'reduction'in'PCNA'staining'is'observed'within'four'hours'of'injection.''It'may'be,'therefore,'that'transcriptional'changes'occur'within'the'MG'very'rapidly'following'GABAA'receptor'inhibition.''By'understanding'more'clearly'the'timing'of'when'transcriptional'changes'occur'following'a'decrease'in'GABA'signaling'it'may'become'possible'to'identify'gene'expression'changes'that'are'first'to'occur'following'damage.''This'has'thus'far'been'difficult'to'pinpoint,'though'identifying'initial'gene'expression'changes'could'provide'a'number'of'important'therapeutic'targets.'''The'impact'of'GABA'on'regeneration'has'only'been'hypothesized'and'studied'in'the'context'of'PR'death.''Indeed'this'is'relevant'for'the'vast'majority'of'retina'diseases,'including'AMD'and'RP.''The'same'changes'in'GABA'levels'would'occur'with'HC'death,'but'beyond'that'PR'death'may'not'result'in'decreases'in'GABA'release'from'all'GABAergic'cells'in'the'retina.''This'is'because'PR'death'may'not'result'in'a'decrease'in'stimulation'for'all'cell'types.''For'example,'ondcenter'BCs'are'depolarized'when'light'enters'the'retina,'while'offdcenter'BCs'depolarize'when'light'is'absent'from'the'retina.''Theoretically,'this'would'mean'that'offdcenter'BCs'would'activate'downstream'components'when'PRs'die,'while'ondcenter'BCs'would'not.''Therefore,'ACs'and'GCs'that'synapse'with'these'cells'would'behave'differently.''Furthermore,'ACs'and'GCs'would'add'additional'layers'of'complexity'as'their'response'to'BC'depolarization'are'diverse.''GABA'levels'may'still'act'as'an'initiator'
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of'regeneration'if'other'specific'GABAergic'cells'die,'though'it'would'not'be'used'to'indicate'PR'death.'It'may'be'that'simply'initiating'regeneration'is'sufficient'for'the'retina'to'repair'itself.''Therefore,'perhaps'by'simply'blocking'GABA'signaling'in'a'damaged'retina'to'produce'progenitor'cells,'they'will'then'go'on'to'proliferate,'migrate,'and'differentiate'appropriately'following'endogenous'cues.''This'is'making'a'few'assumptions,'one'being'that'the'cues'to'initiate'retina'regeneration'are'independent'from'those'regulating'progenitor'cell'proliferation,'migration,'and'differentiation.''If,'however,'the'regeneration'initiation'cues'also'inform'MG'about'the'type'of'damage'and'thus'MG'produce'a'progenitor'cell'fated'to'become'a'certain'cell'type,'then'progenitor'cell'populations'would'have'to'be'heterogeneous'in'order'to'produce'specific'cell'types'depending'on'initiation'cues.'''This,'however,'is'not'supported'by'previous'findings.''Nagashima'et'al.'(Nagashima'et'al.,'2013)'showed'that'differentiation'occurs'only'if'progenitors'are'in'the'correct'position.''In'this'study,'Ndcadherin'was'required'for'progenitor'cell'migration.''The'initial'cell'division'by'MG'occurred'in'the'ONL'and'progenitor'cells'used'Ndcadherin'to'migrate'back'down'along'the'MG'to'continue'to'proliferate'in'the'INL.''Without'Ndcadherin,'progenitor'cells'remained'in'the'ONL.''If'PRs'are'damaged'then'regeneration'proceeds'as'expected'since'the'progenitors'are'in'the'correct'place'to'differentiate,'despite'the'defect'in'migration.''However,'if'the'GCL'is'damaged'then'progenitors'fail'to'migrate'to'the'damaged'area'and'simply'remain'in'the'ONL/INL,'undifferentiated.''This'suggests'that'cues'to'differentiate'reside'in'the'damaged'area.''Considering'this,'the'more'likely'scenario'is'that'there'are'distinct'
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stages'of'regeneration'and'progenitors'that'are'produced'can'differentiate'into'any'cells'in'the'retina.''Differentiation'is'dependent'on'where'the'progenitors'migrate.''This'implies'that'damaged'areas'in'the'retina'contain'signals'that'direct'progenitors'to'differentiate.''These'may'be'factors'that'are'released'or'components'that'are'exposed'when'cells'are'removed.'
#
Sufficient#damage#is#required#to#initiate#regeneration#Another'consideration'based'on'the'literature'is'the'amount'of'damage'that'must'occur'to'trigger'regeneration.''Mild'damage'paradigms'do'not'activate'MG'to'regenerate.''Mild'damage'of'rod'cells'only'activates'proliferation'of'rod'precursors,'not'MG'(Montgomery'et'al.,'2010).''Mild'damage'of'the'retina'by'ouabain'injection'also'does'not'activate'MG'(Nagashima'et'al.,'2013;'Raymond'et'al.,'1988).''Therefore,'there'may'be'a'threshold'where'damage'must'be'severe'enough'for'MG'to'become'activated.''An'interesting'question'then'is'if'damage'is'mild'enough'to'avoid'MG'activation,'but'MG'are'stimulated'to'proliferate'by'injection'of'gabazine,'do'the'resulting'progenitors'replace'the'lost'cells?''If'they'do,'it'suggests'that'MG'activation'is'a'limiting'step'to'regeneration'and'that'other'signaling'mechanisms'in'the'retina'are'in'place'earlier.''If'not,'then'this'suggests'that'sufficient'damage'is'required'for'more'steps'than'just'MG'proliferation.''This'could'have'an'impact'on'inhibiting'GABA'in'damaged'mammalian'retinas.''Since'mammalian'retinas'do'not'regenerate'on'their'own,'the'assumption'is'that'MG'are'not'being'activated'correctly'and'if'they'were,'then'retinas'would'be'able'to'regenerate.''However,'if'progenitors'do'not'migrate'or'differentiate'correctly'without'sufficient'damage,'then'this'could'mean'
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that'other'signaling'patterns'in'the'mammalian'retina'also'need'to'be'modified'to'utilize'newly'produced'progenitors.'
#
Conserved#mechanism#of#neurogenesis#One'interesting'comparison'is'between'neurogenesis'in'the'mouse'SGZ'and'regeneration'in'the'zebrafish'retina.''In'both'systems,'an'apical'glutamatergic'cell'synapses'onto'a'GABAergic'parvalbumin'positive'interneuron'that'has'processes'in'close'proximity'to'a'glial'stem'cell'that'possess'γ2'containing'GABAA'receptors.''In'both'areas,'decreased'GABA'results'in'proliferation'of'the'glial'stem'cells'(Song'et'al.,'2012).''Previous'findings'and'those'presented'here'are'consistent'with'an'evolutionarily'conserved'mechanism'of'initiation'of'neurogenesis.''The'inhibition'of'proliferation'by'GABA'may'also'be'found'in'other'areas'of'the'nervous'system'and'should'be'further'investigated.'''
#
GABA#induced#regeneration#in#the#mammalian#retina#The'effect'of'GABAA'receptor'inhibition'on'MG'proliferation'in'mammals'should'also'be'tested.''As'mentioned'previously'the'mammalian'and'zebrafish'retinas'are'very'similar.''However,'the'zebrafish'retina'can'regenerate'following'damage'while'mammalian'retinas'cannot'(Goldman,'2014).''Shown'here'is'a'mechanism'by'which'a'decrease'in'GABA'signaling'initiates'retina'regeneration'in'zebrafish.''It'is'possible'that'this'neuronal'communication'pathway'is'not'found'in'mammals.''In'favor'of'this'is'a'finding'reported'here'concerning'the'organization'of'the'INL.''In'zebrafish,'HCs'form'a'monolayer'at'the'top'of'the'INL,'adjacent'to'the'
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OPL.''Further'into'the'INL'there'is'a'tiny'acellular'area,'followed'by'BCs.''In'contrast,'mammalian'INLs'do'not'possess'this'gap'in'the'INL,'but'rather'have'HCs'and'BCs'codmingled'(Poche'et'al.,'2007;'Poché'and'Reese,'2009).''This'specialized'layer'in'the'zebrafish'INL'contains'HC'processes,'indicating'that'HCs'in'zebrafish'have'processes'that'go'up'into'the'OPL'to'synapse'with'PRs,'as'well'as'down'into'the'INL.''This'has'also'been'shown'previously'(Connaughton'et'al.,'1999).''In'mammals,'HC'processes'only'go'into'the'OPL.''Lastly,'this'specialized'layer'of'the'INL'is'a'possibility'of'where'MG'and'HCs'communicate'and'how'MG'detect'changes'in'GABA.''All'these'findings'combined'suggest'that'GABA'signaling'in'the'mammalian'retina'may'occur'differently'than'in'zebrafish,'and'may'be'a'reason'why'mammals'are'not'able'to'undergo'retina'regeneration,'as'MG'cannot'as'easily'detect'changes'in'GABA'levels.''It'is'possible,'therefore,'that'by'antagonizing'the'GABAA'receptor'in'the'mouse'retina,'MG'proliferation'can'occur.''This'experiment'has'been'attempted'by'injecting'gabazine'into'the'mouse'retina'with'limited'success'(data'not'shown).''Proliferation'increased'in'the'mouse'retina'at'the'same'time'it'increased'in'the'zebrafish'retina,'though'the'change'was'modest.''Further'testing'will'need'to'be'done'to'see'if'GABA'inhibition'in'the'mouse'retina'can'result'in'MG'proliferation.''
Impact#of#HC#activity#on#initiation#retina#regeneration#There'are'unanswered'questions'that'need'to'be'addressed'to'fully'investigate'this'mechanism'of'retina'regeneration'initiation,'specifically'concerning'the'involvement'of'HCs.''I'have'shown'here'that'whole'retina'GABA'levels'decrease'after'retina'injury.''However,'HCs'are'not'the'only'cells'that'release'GABA.''Indeed,'
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GABAergic'ACs'are'more'plentiful'than'HCs.''Therefore,'it'will'be'necessary'to'show'that'GABA'levels'decrease'specifically'in'HCs'following'injury.''To'accomplish'this,'retinas'can'be'injured'and'at'different'times'during'regeneration'immunostained'for'GABA'or'GAD65/67,'the'rate'limiting'step'in'GABA'synthesis.''Based'on'my'hypothesis,'I'expect'that'GABA'levels'will'decrease'in'HCs'following'injury,'possibly'reaching'the'lowest'point'when'MG'begin'to'proliferate,'the'same'time'when'GABA'levels'were'significantly'decreased,'as'measured'by'HPLC.'''I'have'also'shown'here'that'HCs'and'MG'are'in'close'association'with'each'other,'and'that'a'decrease'in'GABA'signaling'causes'MG'proliferation.''However,'it'is'still'unclear'if'a'decrease'in'HC'GABA'release'causes'MG'proliferation.''To'test'this,'HC'activity'could'be'modulated'using'optogenetics.''For'example,'halorhodopsin'could'be'expressed'specifically'in'HCs'of'undamaged'retinas'using'the'Lhx1a'promoter.''When'activated,'halorhodopsin'will'hyperpolarize'the'HCs,'reducing'GABA'release.''Reduced'GABA'release'will'be'sensed'by'MG,'causing'them'to'spontaneously'proliferate.''As'a'second'test,'channelrhodopsin'could'also'be'expressed'in'HCs'under'the'control'of'the'Lhx1a'promoter'and'the'retina'damaged.''When'activated,'channelrhodopsin'will'depolarize'the'HC,'resulting'in'increased'GABA'release.''The'elevated'GABA'levels'will'be'sensed'by'MG,'causing'a'reduction'in'proliferation.''As'the'retina'is'a'light'sensing'tissue,'using'a'light'based'technique'presents'obvious'and'immediate'confounds.''The'proper'controls'will'need'to'be'in'place'to'verify'that'simply'exposing'the'retina'to'a'specific'wavelength'of'light'does'not'cause'or'inhibit'proliferation,'that'the'optogenetics'proteins'are'working'as'expected,'and'that'GABA'levels'are'changing'as'expected.'''
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#
GABAB#receptor#Another'consideration'that'has'not'been'explored'is'the'possible'involvement'of'GABAB'receptors.''In'the'mouse'hippocampus'it'was'found'that'GABAA'receptors'are'what'convey'the'signal'to'the'RGLs'in'order'for'them'to'proliferate'(Song'et'al.,'2012).''In'the'current'work'I'have'shown'that'GABAA'receptors'are'also'involved'in'zebrafish'retina'regeneration.''However,'I'have'not'considered'the'action'of'GABAB'receptors'in'retina'regeneration.''GABAB'receptors'have'been'detected'in'MG'of'bullfrogs'(Zhang'and'Yang,'1999)'and,'therefore,'may'also'be'involved'in'zebrafish'retina'regeneration.''To'assess'the'involvement'of'GABAB,'a'set'of'experiments'similar'to'those'carried'out'for'GABAA'receptors'could'be'attempted.''Initially,'immunostaining'should'be'done'to'determine'if'GABAB'receptors'are'found'on'zebrafish'MG.''Following,'GABAB'specific'antagonists'could'be'injected'into'undamaged'eyes'and'proliferation'assessed.''Additionally,'GABAB'specific'agonists'could'be'injected'into'damaged'eyes'and'proliferation'assessed.''If'GABAB'is'found'to'affect'MG'proliferation'that'does'not'lessen'the'results'presented'here,'but'rather'indicates'that'GABA'signaling'can'influence'initiation'of'retina'regeneration'in'multiple'ways.'
#
Fate#of#newly#produced#progenitors#Another'future'consideration'would'be'the'fate'of'the'progenitor'cells'produced'after'gabazine'injection.''Simply'saying'that'GABA'inhibition'can'produce'progenitor'cells'is'insufficient,'the'potency'of'the'progenitors'must'be'determined'if'
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the'goal'is'to'help'develop'new'treatments'or'targets'for'retinal'diseases.''Findings'presented'here'suggest'that'the'progenitors'produced'follow'a'similar'path'to'regeneration.''Furthermore,'previous'findings'suggest'that'additional'signals'are'required'for'differentiation'of'progenitors'once'they'are'produced'(Nagashima'et'al.,'2013).''In'order'to'test'the'potency'of'progenitors'resulting'from'GABA'inhibition'by'gabazine,'a'lineage'tracing'paradigm'could'be'used'to'follow'newly'produced'progenitors.''Observing'migration'patterns'and'using'immunohistochemistry'to'identify'expression'of'cell'specific'markers'would'help'determine'what'cells'can'be'produced'from'the'progenitors.''It'is'possible'that'the'progenitors'will'fail'to'differentiate'and'instead'undergo'apoptosis,'which'suggests'that'differentiation'requires'proper'placement'or'cues'for'progenitor'cells.''If'specific'differentiation'signals'only'occur'after'damage,'then'the'produced'progenitors'will'not'receive'any'differentiation'signal.''To'address'this'issue,'gabazine'injection'could'be'performed'after'mild'retina'damage'that'is'below'the'threshold'to'induce'MG'regeneration.''This'may'provide'the'signals'required'for'the'progenitors'to'differentiate.''If'progenitors'still'do'not'differentiate'then'perhaps'they'do'not'possess'the'ability'to'differentiate'or'require'further'cues.'''
#
Intracellular#changes#downstream#of#GABA#signaling#How'GABA'influences'other'factors'involved'in'retina'regeneration'is'an'important'future'direction'of'this'research.''RNA'levels'of'factors'such'as'Leptin'(Zhao'et'al.,'2014b)'and'HBdEGF'(Wan'et'al.,'2012)'have'been'shown'to'be'upregulated'as'early'as'1'hour'post'injury.''However,'HBdEGF'upregulation'may'only'
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be'specific'to'certain'types'of'damage'(Nelson'et'al.,'2013).''GABA'may'be'involved'in'increasing'transcription'of'these'factors'after'damage.''How'GABAA'inhibition'affects'transcription,'though,'is'uncertain.''As'mentioned'previously,'GABAA'signaling'can'cause'activation'of'transcription'factors'such'as'CREB'(Jagasia'et'al.,'2009;'Pallotto'and'Deprez,'2014;'Ramirez'et'al.,'2012)'and'affect'epigenetic'modifications'such'as'γH2AX'(Andang'et'al.,'2008;'Fernando'et'al.,'2011)'or'other'acetylation'marks'on'enhancer'elements'(Kang'et'al.,'2016).''By'inhibiting'the'GABAA'receptor'perhaps'transcription'of'inhibitors'of'regeneration'will'be'shut'off,'allowing'activators'to'become'upregulated.''More'directly'related'to'the'GABAA'receptor,'Ca2+'regulation'may'be'altered.''Ca2+'is'an'important'second'messenger'and'it'is'sensitive'to'intracellular'voltage'and'can'cause'rapid'changes'within'the'cell.''Inhibition'of'the'GABAA'receptor'can'increase'membrane'potential'enough'to'modify'Ca2+'levels.''Downstream'effects'could'include'increased'activity'of'kinases'or'phosphatases,'which'could'go'on'to'affect'activity'of'transcription'factors,'epigenetic'modifying'enzymes,'postdtranscriptional'or'postdtranslational'modifying'enzymes,'as'well'as'any'other'molecules'sensitive'to'phosphorylation'status.''These'transcriptional'changes'would'constitute'a'“first'wave”'of'regeneration'specific'gene'expression.''Indeed'the'existence'of'enhancers'only'activated'during'regeneration'has'been'shown'(Kang'et'al.,'2016)'and'GABA'signaling'may'be'involved'in'establishing'open'chromatin'marks'in'these'enhancers'to'initiate'regeneration'specific'transcription.''Identifying'second'messengers'and'the'“first'wave”'of'regeneration'specific'transcription'hold'many'possibilities'for'identifying'novel'therapeutic'targets.''In'
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regards'to'transcriptional'changes,'the'best'way'to'unbiasedly'identify'all'transcriptional'changes'would'be'to'utilize'next'generation'sequencing.''The'most'difficult'task'for'this'would'be'to'identify'the'correct'timepoints'at'which'to'prepare'sequencing'libraries.''Based'on'injections'of'muscimol'into'damaged'retinas,'changes'in'PCNA'can'occur'within'4'hours.''Based'on'gabazine'injections,'PCNA'levels'increase'by'48'hours.''Depending'on'the'way'GABA'signaling'is'manipulated'may'change'the'rate'at'which'it'affects'transcription.''As'muscimol'injection'into'a'damaged'retina'results'in'the'most'rapid'change'in'PCNA'levels,'this'paradigm'should'be'assessed'first.''To'verify'that'muscimol'injection'results'in'a'transcriptional'change'in'PCNA,'PCR'could'be'performed'to'quantify'levels'of'PCNA'mRNA'with'and'without'muscimol'injection.''If'mRNA'levels'are'lower'in'muscimol'injected'retinas'then'the'minimum'amount'of'time'for'muscimol'to'be'present'could'be'more'closely'defined.''Muscimol'could'be'injected'into'retinas'from'0d4'hours'prior'to'enucleation'in'various'intervals'to'determine'the'minimum'amount'of'time'required'to'elicit'a'transcriptional'change'in'PCNA.''At'that'point,'sequencing'libraries'could'be'prepared'and'compared'to'identify'genes'that'are'differentially'regulated'with'increased'GABAA'receptor'activation'after'damage.''Using'that'list,'rescue'experiments'could'be'performed'after'gabazine'injections.''Gabazine'could'be'injected'into'undamaged'eyes'coupled'with'upd'or'downregulation'of'GABAA'sensitive'genes'and'proliferation'status'assessed.''If'modification'of'downstream'genes'suppresses'gabazine'induced'proliferation'then'it'may'be'regulated'by'GABAA'receptor'activity.''To'further'identify'intracellular'cascades,'the'mechanisms'regulating'expression'of'these'genes'should'be'explored.'''
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Additional#functions#of#GABA#in#retina#regeneration#Beyond'gaining'a'better'understanding'of'how'GABA'affects'initiation'of'retina'regeneration,'additional'roles'of'GABA'in'retina'regeneration'may'exist.''Previously,'GABA'has'been'shown'to'affect'progenitor'cell'proliferation'in'both'the'SVZ'and'SGZ'(Berg'et'al.,'2013;'Giachino'et'al.,'2014;'Pallotto'and'Deprez,'2014;'Quadrato'et'al.,'2012;'Quadrato'et'al.,'2014;'Ramirez'et'al.,'2012;'Song'et'al.,'2013;'Song'et'al.,'2012).''Signaling'between'progenitors'or'between'GABAergic'cells'and'progenitors'has'been'found'to'facilitate'progenitor'cell'survival,'proliferation,'and'maturation.''In'fact,'Song'et'al.'(Song'et'al.,'2013)'followed'their'first'finding'of'showing'that'a'decrease'in'GABA'signaling'results'in'RGL'proliferation'by'showing'that'increased'GABA'signaling'from'parvalbumin'positive'interneurons'is'important'for'progenitor'cell'maturation'and'survival.''This'two'step'process,'where'GABA'first'inhibits'stem'cell'proliferation'and'then'encourages'progenitor'cell'survival'and'maturation'could'provide'important'directionality'for'the'proliferation'process.''Once'GABA'levels'decrease'then'RGLs'become'activated'to'proliferate.''The'resulting'progenitors'differentiate'and'become'new'glutamatergic'granule'cells.''The'new'granule'cells'increase'GABA'release'from'parvalbumin'positive'interneurons'that'simultaneously'suppress'RGL'proliferation'and'encourage'progenitor'cell'survival'and'maturation.''The'secondary'increase'in'GABA'that'originates'from'new'granule'cells'indicates'to'the'RGLs'that'sufficient'proliferation'has'occurred'and'should'now'discontinue.'''The'same'mechanism'of'a'secondary'GABA'increase'may'also'occur'in'the'regenerating'zebrafish'retina'and'may'be'carried'out'by'parvalbumin'positive'HCs.''
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Decreased'GABA'release,'possibly'from'HCs,'results'in'MG'activation'and'proliferation.''It'has'been'shown'previously'that'activated'MG'undergo'IKNM'and'migrate'to'the'ONL'to'divide'(Lahne'et'al.,'2015;'Nagashima'et'al.,'2013).''Once'produced,'progenitors'are'in'close'proximity'to'HCs'and'could'be'influenced'by'GABA'release'from'HCs.''Further'studies'suggest'voltage'sensitive'transcription'factors'that'could'be'acting'in'progenitors.''NFATc4'has'been'shown'to'be'involved'in'progenitor'cell'survival'in'the'SGZ'(Quadrato'et'al.,'2012;'Quadrato'et'al.,'2014).''NFATc4'activity'is'voltage'dependent'and'its'activity'was'found'to'be'modulated'by'GABAA'receptor'signaling'where'increased'GABAA'activity'results'in'increased'NFATc4'function.''Considering'the'discovered'similarities'between'the'mouse'SGZ'and'the'zebrafish'retina'it'is'possible'that'NFATc4'is'also'acting'in'progenitors'to'facilitate'survival'and'maturation'downstream'of'GABAA'receptor'activation.''''
Additional#mechanisms#of#initiating#retina#regeneration#
Signaling#through#HCs#An'additional'consideration'is'other'factors'that'may'be'involved'in'initiating'retina'regeneration.''As'mentioned'previously,'other'neurotransmitters'have'been'shown'to'influence'neurogenesis,'such'as'serotonin,'DA,'glutamate,'acetylcholine,'and'glycine'(Berg'et'al.,'2013).''All'of'these'neurotransmitters'are'found'in'the'retina,'mainly'utilized'by'ACs'(Balasubramanian'and'Gan,'2014;'Masland,'2012).''It'is'possible'that'these'neurotransmitters'or'cells'affect'GABA'signaling'as'well.''In'fact,'dopaminergic'ACs'have'been'suggested'to'regulate'HC'activity'(Herrmann'et'al.,'
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2011).''Perhaps,'death'of'these'cells'would'result'in'a'decrease'in'GABA'release,'prompting'the'MG'to'regenerate.'''
#
Other#neurotransmitters#Additionally,'neurotransmitters'utilized'by'other'cells'in'the'retina,'such'as'DA,'serotonin,'and'acetylcholine'found'in'ACs,'could'act'directly'on'MG'to'initiate'retina'regeneration.''This'could'result'in'a'few'different'outcomes,'including'activation'of'a'central'regeneration'pathway'or'activation'of'a'neurotransmitter'specific'pathway.''The'latter'possibility'is'not'supported'by'previous'findings,'as'discussed'earlier.''Therefore,'it'is'more'likely'that'any'neurotransmitter'acting'directly'on'MG'would'stimulate'a'central'regeneration'pathway.''However,'this'could'present'difficulties'later'in'regeneration,'best'demonstrated'when'considering'AC'death.''The'diversity'of'ACs'could'present'a'potential'challenge'to'differentiation'in'that'the'progenitors'must'differentiate'into'the'correct'AC'subtype.''As'mentioned'previously,'there'may'be'cues'present'in'the'ECM'or'on'adjacent'cells'directing'the'correct'differentiation'decision.''Perhaps'the'ECM'directs'progenitors'into'areas'where'cells'have'since'died.''Once'there,'progenitors'can'sense'the'types'of'cells'surrounding'them.''Subtypes'of'ACs'display'homotypic'repulsion,'where'they'do'not'overlap'with'cells'of'the'same'subtype'(Kay'et'al.,'2012).''Considering'this,'ACs'would'differentiate'into'the'correct'cell'type'as'processes'from'that'cell'type'would'not'be'in'the'vicinity'due'to'previously'established'cellular'location'regulated'by'homotypic'repulsion.''Therefore,'loss'of'a'single'neurotransmitter'could'still'
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activate'a'central'regeneration'pathway'and'also'result'in'replacement'of'the'correct'cell'types.'
#
Juxtacrine,#paracrine,#or#integrin#signaling#Beyond'neurotransmitters'functioning'to'communicate'damage'in'the'retina,'other'signaling'mechanisms'may'be'used'to'communicate'the'message.''As'mentioned'above,'ACs'display'homotypic'repulsion'with'cells'of'similar'subtype.''This'can'be'accomplished'using'transmembrane'proteins'such'as'Megf10'and'11,'as'is'the'case'with'starburst'ACs'(Kay'et'al.,'2012).''Additionally,'cells'possess'other'transmembrane'signaling'proteins'important'for'proliferation,'such'as'Notch'and'Ndcadherin,'mentioned'earlier.''These'signaling'molecules'could'also'be'used'to'maintain'contact'with'MG,'and'in'their'absence'to'inform'MG'of'damage'prompting'them'to'regenerate.''This'could'represent'another,'activity'independent,'method'to'communicate'damage'in'the'retina'and'initiate'regeneration.''MG'are'ideally'placed'to'have'such'a'mechanism'in'place,'as'they'appear'to'be'in'contact'will'all'cells'(data'not'shown).''Additionally,'most'cells'in'the'retina'display'homotypic'repulsion'to'maintain'even'distribution'across'the'retina.''As'such,'it'is'possible'that'these'or'other'juxtacrine'signaling'mechanisms'could'be'utilized'by'MG'to'survey'the'health'of'all'cell'types'in'the'retina'and'respond'promptly'to'damage.''In'addition'to'communicating'directly'with'MG,'cells'could'communicate'with'MG'via'integrins'and'the'ECM.''Indeed,'the'ECM'has'been'shown'previously'to'be'important'for'health'of'GCs'(Zhang'et'al.,'2004),'though'the'involvement'of'the'ECM'in'retina'regeneration'has'been'vastly'understudied.'''
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Contact'with'other'cells,'such'as'endothelial'cells'of'the'vasculature,'could'affect'neurogenesis.''Previously'it'has'been'shown'that'contact'with'endothelial'cells'maintains'quiescence'of'stem'cells'taken'from'the'SVZ'(Ottone'et'al.,'2014).''This'is'established'by'interaction'of'such'proteins'as'Ephrin2b'and'Jagged1.''It'is'possible,'therefore,'that'in'order'for'proliferation'to'occur,'MG'interaction'with'vasculature'must'be'reduced.''This'brings'up'an'interesting'possibility'concerning'the'effect'of'different'damage'paradigms'on'regeneration.''Of'the'three'damage'paradigms'mentioned'previously'(chemical,'light,'and'physical),'only'physical'damage'to'the'retina'disrupts'vasculature'tissue'as'well'as'neuronal'tissue.''Vasculature'is'present'on'both'the'inner'and'outer'layers'of'the'retina'and'in'order'for'damage'to'occur'by'poking'the'retina'at'least'one,'and'most'likely'both,'layers'of'vasculature'must'be'disrupted.''This'introduces'additional'complexity'not'present'in'the'other'two'damage'models.''By'damaging'the'vasculature'there'could'be'manual'disruption'of'the'interaction'of'MG'with'endothelial'cells.''Additionally,'by'disrupting'vasculature'any'number'of'cells'could'be'entering'the'retina'via'the'blood'stream.''Importantly,'these'could'include'immune'cells.''As'some'of'the'findings,'including'the'finding'showing'that'Ild6'levels'increase'in'the'retina'despite'not'finding'a'source'of'the'Ild6,'could'be'explained'by'immune'cells'or'signals'entering'the'retina'via'the'vasculature'(Zhao'et'al.,'2014b).''This'may'not'be'a'problem'if'similar'results'were'found'after'other'methods'of'damage,'but'that'does'not'appear'to'be'the'case.''An'additional'finding'after'physical'damage'to'the'retina'was'increased'levels'of'HBdEGF.''HBdEGF'was'also'sufficient'to'stimulate'MG'to'proliferate'in'undamaged'retinas'(Wan'et'al.,'2012).''This'finding'was'not'replicated'by'other'labs'(Nelson'et'al.,'2013).''Lastly,'
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relevance'of'this'damage'model'for'finding'mechanisms'important'to'treat'retinal'disease'in'mammals'is'limited'due'to'the'vast'difference'in'how'the'retina'is'damaged'compared'to'what'occurs'in'other'damage'models.''Damage'models'involving'light'or'chemicals'are'more'likely'to'produce'findings'that'are'more'directly'relevant'to'mammalian'systems.'''
#
Immune#response#to#damage#Lastly,'the'immune'system'may'be'involved'in'initiation'of'regeneration'in'the'retina.''The'main'immune'cells'in'the'retina'are'microglia.''Following'damage,'these'cells'function'to'phagocytose'dead'cells'and'debris'in'order'to'facilitate'regeneration'(Goldman,'2014).''An'important'signaling'molecule'for'microglia'is'the'proinflammatory'cytokine'TNFα'(Fischer'et'al.,'2014),'which'has'been'found'to'act'early'in'retina'regeneration'(Nelson'et'al.,'2013).'''In'other'tissues'that'undergo'regeneration,'components'of'the'innate'immune'system'have'been'found'to'be'important'for'early'stages'of'regeneration.''In'the'zebrafish'brain'damage'induced'by'a'stab'results'in'robust'and'complete'regeneration.''Early'in'regeneration'leukocytes'and'microglia'invade'the'damaged'area,'proliferate,'and'then'exit'in'later'stages'of'regeneration'(Kroehne'et'al.,'2011).''Additionally,'levels'of'the'inflammatory'cytokines'Ild8,'Ild1β,'and'TNFα'were'found'to'be'elevated'(Kyritsis'et'al.,'2012).''Inflammation'was'also'found'to'be'necessary'and'sufficient'for'brain'regeneration'(Kyritsis'et'al.,'2012).'''In'the'salamander'axolotl,'amputation'of'limbs'result'in'upregulation'of'the'same'cytokines'as'well'as'Ild6,'CCL2'and'many'other'prod'and'antidinflammatory'
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cytokines'(Godwin'et'al.,'2013).''Amputation'of'limbs'in'animals'depleted'of'macrophages'results'in'wound'closure'but'a'complete'failure'to'regenerate.''However,'reamputation'after'macrophages'have'been'added'back'results'in'complete'regeneration'(Godwin'et'al.,'2013).'''Microglia'are'activated'by'injections'of'Ild6'into'chick'eyes,'where'retinas'display'MG'driven'regeneration.''In'damaged'retinas'where'microglia'were'ablated,'levels'of'Ascl1a,'TNFα,'and'Ild1β'were'reduced,'indicating'the'importance'of'microglia'increasing'expression'of'these'factors.''Furthermore,'retinas'depleted'of'microglia'failed'to'produce'MG'derived'progenitors'(Fischer'et'al.,'2014).'''In'regenerating'hair'follicles'in'mice,'a'sufficient'number'of'plucked'hairs'are'required'to'initiate'a'regeneration'response'in'the'entire'area.''Once'regeneration'is'induced,'levels'of'CCL2,'TNFα,'Ild1β,'and'other'inflammatory'cytokines'are'upregulated.''CCL2'increases'early'after'plucking'then'decreases'shortly'after,'while'TNFα'increases'once'CCL2'levels'reach'a'maximum'then'is'maintained'at'a'high'level.''It'was'found'that'CCL2'is'released'from'plucked'hair'follicles'and'acts'to'attract'TNFα'releasing'macrophages.''Once'present,'macrophages'signal'to'each'other'and'adjacent'hair'follicles'to'propagate'the'regeneration'signal'for'a'full'response'(Chen'et'al.,'2015).'''In'diabetes,'chronic'wounds'can'occur'that'fail'to'heal,'driven'by'macrophages'that'reside'at'the'wound'sight'too'long'and'prevent'a'prodhealing'environment'(Wicks'et'al.,'2014).''Based'on'this'and'earlier'mentioned'findings'it'is'possible'that'once'immune'cells,'such'as'microglia,'act'to'stimulate'regeneration,'they'then'need'to'exit'the'area'to'allow'regeneration'to'continue'to'later'stages.'''
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Considering'the'documented'involvement'of'TNFα'and'Ild6'in'retina'regeneration,'as'well'as'the'observation'that'microglia'are'present'at'the'site'of'damage'early'and'that'sufficient'damage'is'required'to'elicit'MG'proliferation,'it'is'possible'that'the'findings'from'other'regenerating'tissues'could'also'hold'true'in'regenerating'retinas'(Conner'et'al.,'2014;'Nelson'et'al.,'2013;'Zhao'et'al.,'2014b).''In'this'case,'retina'damage'may'release'prodinflammatory'cues,'such'as'CCL2'or'Ild6,'which'are'attractive'to'microglia.''When'the'amount'of'damage'and'prodinflammatory'cues'are'high'enough,'microglia'will'invade'the'damaged'area,'phagocytose'debris'and'dead'cells,'and'release'TNFα.''TNFα'will'signal'to'adjacent'MG'that'damage'has'occurred,'initiating'regeneration.''Microglia'will'then'exit'the'area'and'stop'releasing'prodinflammatory'cytokines,'which'allows'retina'regeneration'to'proceed.'''Previous'findings'are'consistent'with'this'hypothesis.''TNFα'was'found'to'be'upregulated'following'damage,'and'knocking'down'TNFα'suppressed'regeneration'(Nelson'et'al.,'2013).''The'interpretation'of'this'data'was'that'TNFα'was'released'from'dying'cells'and'sensed'by'MG.''Based'on'the'findings'summarized'here'it'may'be'that'damage'is'sensed'by'microglia'and'they'are'the'source'of'TNFα'that'stimulates'retina'regeneration.''This'is'similar'to'findings'in'the'chick'retina'that'show'the'involvement'of'microglia'in'forming'MG'derived'progenitors'(Fischer'et'al.,'2014).'''Ild6'was'shown'to'be'upregulated'following'damage,'though'a'source'of'Ild6'was'not'detected.''It'is'possible'that'Ild6'is'coming'from'dying'cells'or'from'invading'cells'from'the'vasculature,'since'the'observation'with'Ild6'was'after'physical'damage'
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to'the'retina.''The'involvement'of'microglia'in'retina'regeneration'is'not'very'well'understood'but'more'attention'should'be'given'to'these'cells'in'regeneration'as'it'is'likely'that'innate'immune'cells'are'involved'in'many'different'types'of'regeneration.''This'could'represent'a'parallel'and'important'pathway'to'GABA'signaling'that'initiates'retina'regeneration.''
Summary!' I'have'shown'a'novel'mechanism'regulating'initiation'of'retina'regeneration'in'zebrafish.''Levels'of'the'inhibitory'neurotransmitter'GABA'are'detected'by'MG'in'the'retina.''When'levels'decrease,'such'as'following'PR'death,'MG'sense'the'decrease'in'GABA'via'GABAA'receptors'and'initiate'regeneration.''I'found'that'GABAA'receptor'inhibition'is'necessary'and'sufficient'for'retina'regeneration'and'that'MG'directly'sense'changes'in'GABA.''These'findings'inform'about'what'regulates'regeneration'in'the'zebrafish'retina'and'could'be'used'to'develop'new'therapies'to'treat'retina'diseases'and'damage'in'humans.''Much'more'work'still'needs'to'be'done'to'fully'investigate'the'intricacies'of'these'findings'as'well'as'other'regulatory'mechanisms'involved'in'zebrafish'retina'regeneration.''Together'with'previous'studies,'these'findings'have'helped'identify'an'important'step'in'retina'regeneration.''' '
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